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for your interest and congratulations on your decision to use WPC products. This producers’ processing manual
was carefully put together for you and is constantly being developed further. You can find the current and valid
version on the internet at www.naturinform.com.

You will be able to read everything you could possibly need on the material, its features, planning necessities and
how to use it properly.

Look forward to complete satisfaction and more time and life quality at your favourite spot!

Yours,

Horst Walther
Founder and Managing Director

On publication of this laying manual, all other former instruction manuals and pledges are no longer valid.
All information in this manual corresponds to the level of technology and is based on careful research 
and experience. Liabilities and recourse claims cannot be derived or be claimed from this.
Subject to change.

This laying manual was carefully put together for you. No liability can be assumed for any mistakes, should there be any.
The printed colours may differ from the actual colours.
Please also note our current rules and regulations and complete Terms and Conditions at www.naturinform.com.

THANK YOU 

As of July 1st
2012



MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

WHAT EXACTLY IS WPC?

DOES THE COLOUR
CHANGE?

Newly mounted                          after a few days                   after 2 – 4 months

ARE THEIR TESTED
FEATURES?

WPC is the abbreviation for “Wood Polymer Composite” and, in our case, means the combination of 
material made up of 70 % wooden fibres from pine and spruce, approx. 30 % food-safe PE, UV stabilizers,
and colour pads.

• Our WPC decks are non-slippery and barefoot-friendly – without splinters and cracks.
• The desired colour is permanent. And we offer a large range of 12 colours.
• The simple maintenance requirements ensure a high quality of life.

You can save time, as annual oiling or painting is no longer necessary.
• Special requests from 1.5 metres up to 13 metres are possible.

As a member of the Qualitätsgemeinschaft Holzwerkstoffe e. V. Gießen (the quality
group of wooden materials) NATURinFORM GmbH is a supporter of secured quality 
production. The high demands resulting from that are tested on a daily basis by us 
internally and regularly also by external testing institutions with exceedingly good
results. Our WPC quality is made up of 100 % German wooden fibres with PEFC 
certification and the binding agent we use is freshly produced PE.

Resistency test to wood-decaying mildew – High longevity
In the area of process engineering for wooden material the Fraunhofer-Institut für Holzforschung Wilhelm-
Klauditz-Institut WKI, Braunschweig, (Institute for research with wood) tested our WPC decks’ resistance in
February 2012 according to DIN / TS 15534-1 (2007) and respectively DIN ENV 12038 (2002). The evaluation was
carried out according to the test for woods (DIN CEN / TS 15083-1) with the result top level 1 -  high longevity.

Non-slippery test – R 12 / Class C
Our brushed deck surfaces are especially safe against slipping, even when wet. The TÜV Rheinland / LGA
tested our WPC deck COMPACT to see how safe against slipping both sides of the deck are. According to 
DIN 51130 they reached R 12 and according to DIN 51097 Class C, the highest possible level. This means they 
are extremely suitable for public areas, such as swimming baths, hotel patios, marinas, etc.

Fire behaviour test – Class E
The ift Rosenheim GmbH tested POPULAR in regards to its fire behaviour, according to DIN EN 135001-1

with the result Class E. This is very similar to wood.

Just like good wine, our decks need time to mature to reach their highest value. They mature in a process 
supported by air, sun and humidity. The wooden fibres change while developing the patina from a fresh colour
to a phase of slight yellow tinge to the matured deck. This colour change depends on the weather situation 
and the place of mounting in the first 1 to 4 months. The light-safe colour pigments in the high-quality plastic
preserve the chosen colour for a long time. The completely coloured deck can therefore preserve its features 
permanently and can make the user feel happy. The colour will even become more intense – and that without
oiling, painting or sanding. NATURinFORM’s WPC is a natural material and is special, thanks to its high 
percentage of wooden fibres. During production, we make sure that there is a very even quality of the goods.
Variations in the raw material can still mean slight colour changes in different batches. This does not influence
the durability and is therefore no reason for complaint.
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WHAT ARE THE
ADVANTAGES?
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CLEANING

GUARANTEE

During production, the deck surfaces are brushed. This produces a grain 
direction. If you do not pay attention to the direction of the decks when 
laying, this can lead to a differing perception of the colours due to the 
development of stripes. There are arrows on the side mill of the decks to 
enable you to see how to lay the decks in an optically even way.

The key to long-term durability depends on the combination of materials (resistance to wood-decaying 
mildew), as well as careful laying according to the producer’s processing manual. Long-term durability is 
directly connected to a well-planned and quick-drying underlying construction. Neither heat nor water 
should be able to gather and therefore stress the material.

You must make sure that the material and the underlying construction can dry quickly. You can do so by 
keeping the recommended space between fixed and permanent building parts and the foundation. It is 
mandatory to avoid water collecting. Especially when laying the decks with a tube for profile seams you must
ensure permanent and sufficient airing.

We stipulate a minimum slant of 1.5 to 2.0 %, so that rain water is led away from the house. It makes sense 
to lay the decks in the direction of the slant. The underlying ground must be made up in such a way that it
cannot be permanently damp. You must avoid a build-up of water! WPC is made up of wooden fibres that
quickly swell when they get damp. This is a completely natural process that can be taken into account easily
leaving expansion and airing gaps. Do not overstress your patio too much by placing plant pots directly on 
the WPC. They would make it more likely for puddles and water to collect. It is possible to avoid problems by
putting plastic pads underneath pots.

WPC can react to changes in temperature by expanding and shrinking visibly. Patio decks should therefore
never be mounted on the surface directly after being unloaded from a heated truck or when it is cold.
Plan in expansion gaps and space between fixed building parts (for details see page 8). By laying the decks
with brackets, it is possible to move the decks easily.

Our patio decks are of a high and tested stability. But for them to be used as a supporting construction 
element one needs to have approval from the construction supervision authorities, which we do not have for
our WPC. NATURinFORM’s floor deck may not be used as a supporting construction element, or as a balcony
surface on a balcony without an underlying construction. The material has not been approved for such usage.

We produce purely using food-safe Polymer PE. This means that the leftovers from laying can be put into 
the normal waste bin. The Federal Group of Used Wood Treatment and Recycling Agents are working on a 
guideline that will evaluate our WPC as Used Wood category A II and will therefore open it for the material 
to be used e.g. for the chipboard industry. Our wooden fibre suppliers are all certified as PEFC. Sustainable
forestry is thus guaranteed. Tropical rain forests are protected. The far lower transport distances are good for
energy resources. Today we are already cutting up the goods that are produced on starting production and 
are recycling them in the production cycle.

It is really easy to clean NATURinFORM products using water. Traces of wear and tear 
can easily be brushed off with a garden hose and a broom or mop. If the decks are 
soiled badly, it is also possible to clean them with a high pressure cleaner (not a steam 
cleaner) using a maximum of  80 bar, from a distance of at least 20 cm to the deck.
Thanks to the polymer ingredient, our WPC products are easy to look after. It is not
necessary to oil or paint them to extend their lifetime.
If there are bad stains, e.g. fat or soot, please use our specially developed biologically 
degradable WPC cleaning agent.

With partially covered patios it is possible that water stains develop on the line between the area with a roof
and that without. Rain is washed across the surface up to the covered part and dries; dust collects. This effect
is far smaller on the open area which is constantly exposed to sun and rain and gets less as time goes by, but
is, nevertheless, not completely unavoidable. This has no influence on the quality and is therefore no reason for
complaint. Water stains are normally easy to remove using water and standard cleaning equipment.

We will give you a 5-year-guarantee on the material properties of NATURinFORM WPC products in writing.
You can find details on the guarantee-service on our homepage.

5-YEAR-GUARANTEE

DISPOSAL / RECYCLING

LAYING DIRECTION

DURABILITY

BACK AIRING

HUMIDITY

TEMPERATURE 
INFLUENCE

SUPPORTING CON-
STRUCTION ELEMENT

WATER STAINS

INTERESTING INFORMATION
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PLANNING BASICS

OVERVIEW of the producer’s processing regulations
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Massive deck Honeycomb 
profile deck 

ROBUSTCOMPACT RATIONALPOPULAR
Massive deck Massive deckHoneycomb 

profile deck 
Honeycomb 
profile deck 

Massive deck
DELIVERY 
PROGRAMME

Universal accessories 
Requirements

VPE per square metre

Base profile WPC  40 x 60 mm 4 metres 2.5 metres

Base profile WPC  20 x 40 mm 4 metres 2.5 metres

Beginning / End bracket – V2A 10 depending 
on requirements

Base profile ALU system 45 x 40 mm 4 metres 2.5 metres

Border profile WPC, in standard colours 4 metres depending 
on requirements

Border angle ALU 2.7 metres depending 
on requirements

Edge board WPC, in standard colours 4 metres depending 
on requirements

Plastic pads (depending on need to level) 25 minimum of 6 - 8

per requirement

Requirements
VPE per square metre

Height-adjustable swivel foot – small 50 maximum 6

Height-adjustable swivel foot – medium 20 maximum 6

Height-adjustable swivel foot – large 10 maximum 6

Special screw – hardened stainless steel 25 depending 
5 x 60 mm on requirements

FUSION 60 in-lite OUTDOOR lighting set 5 depending 
5 LED lights with matte glass appearance incl. transformer on requirements

LED floor lights, additional lights 1 depending 
on requirements

Cables for LED floor lights 10/25/40 metres depending 
on requirements

Plant fleece (1.6 x 10 metres), 1 depending
sufficient for approx. 15 square metres on requirements

Format height 21 mm 21 mm 22 mm 27 mm 27 mm 21 mm 21 mm

Format width 138 mm 138 mm 138 mm 138 mm 138 mm 245 mm 245 mm

Standard lengths 3, 4, 5, 6 metres • • • • • • •
Special lengths possible from 1.5 – 13 metres • • • • • •
Surface brushed on both sides • • • • • •
Surface structure – flat • •
Surface structure – finely striated • • • • • • •
Surface structure – finely striated • •
Surface structure – block stripes • •
Surface structure – grained •
Colours – brown, anthracite, grey • • • • • • •
Colours – natural, black-brown • •
ColourEDITION – from 100 square metres • •
Deck requirement 7 metres 7 metres 7 metres 7 metres 7 metres 4 metres 4 metres

Weight per square metre ca. 13 kg ca. 22 kg ca. 25 kg ca. 16 kg ca. 25 kg ca. 12 kg ca. 24 kg

Weight per metre of decks ca. 1.8 kg ca. 3.2 kg ca. 3.5 kg ca. 2.35 kg ca. 3.5 kg ca. 3 kg ca. 6 kg

Loading capacity kg / per 10 cm squared 400 kg 600 kg 600 kg 600 kg 800 kg 400 kg 600 kg

Requirements per square metre Packaging unit (VPE)

Mounting bracket set V2A / V4A 100 16 brackets 16 brackets 16 brackets 16 brackets 16 brackets 11 brackets 11 brackets

System joiner for ALU system 100 16 joiners 16 joiners 16 joiners 16 joiners 16 joiners 11 joiners 11 joiners

Covering cap, 2 per deck 10 • • •
Joining element 10 • • •
Tube for profile seams  13 mm metre • • • • •
Tube for profile seams  17 mm metre • •
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REQUIREMENTS 
CALCULATION

1 square metre with approx. 7 decks
POPULAR
COMPACT
ROBUST

1 square metre with approx. 4 decks
RATIONAL

TOOLS Cordless screwdriver (Please adjust the lowest turning moment!), surface plate / spirit level, folding ruler,
hammer, square measure, aligning cord, pencil, wood-working tools, such as fret saw, planer, file, etc..,
circular saw or chop saw.

• Measure the area.
Sketch the surface.
Determine the direction of the decks / of the slant.
Plan the underlying construction at a 90 ° angle.

• Choose sensible deck lengths from the standard range of 3, 4, 5, 6 metres.
Plan in a reserve of 3 – 5%.
Or order special lengths (1.5 to 13 metres).

• Divide the width of the surface by the width of the deck.
_______  m surface width : width of the chosen model (14.3 cm COMPACT / POPULAR / ROBUST

25 cm RATIONAL) = _______  decks

Or calculate per metre width 
7 decks (COMPACT / POPULAR / ROBUST) or
4 decks (RATIONAL)

• The base profiles run as an underlying construction at a 90 ° angle to the slant / deck.
They are delivered as 4-metre-profiles.
The outer base profiles must be drawn in with a gap of 5 cm to the wall of the building and from the end 
of the surface at the other side.
In between, you must process the base profiles with a spacing at a maximum of 40 cm.
Here the width of the surface is the metre requirement of base profile _______  x deck length _______  : 40 cm 
= _______  metres of base profile.

Plan in a reserve for the overlapping areas at double deck width.
Your requirements _______  m : 4 metres plus the reserve = order amount: _______  base profiles 40x60.

• You can calculate the amount of mounting brackets you will need going by the square metres of the 
complete surface: _______  square metres x 16 pieces for the decks that are 13.8 cm wide and x 11 pieces 
for the RATIONAL decks that are 24.5 cm wide. _______  : 100 is the ordering amount of mounting sets.

• Make sure of the slant of your patio using the height-adjustable swivel feet.
Choose the suitable swivel feet from three sizes.
The swivel feet are placed spaced 50 to 65 cm apart, depending on the weight they are going to carry.
Surface width : _______  gap plus 1 piece for the start = _______  order amount.
(You can count out the exact requirements from your plan.)
Please always take into consideration and make a note of the height of the floor construction (top of 
underlying surface to the top of the finished flooring surface) at the largest and smallest height in case 
of any later questions.

That is the easiest sample calculation for the surface area.
Further details will become clear from your own plans and building situation.
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PREPARATION

Drainage: compress 10 cm of drainage (gravel / stone chippings ). The straighter and more even the underlying
surface is, the easier it is to lay the patio. You can build on top of patio slabs.
0-point for the upper edge of the finished patio patio ( e.g. corner of the house or airing shaft) and the 
thickness of the decks, the base profile and the slabs that are to be built on / feet.
The underlying surface should be stable, able to take a load, frost-proof and as straight as possible (for example 
in the slant). Please prevent the WPC base profiles from actually touching the earth.

UNDERLYING 
SURFACE

AIRING GAPS,
ORIENTATION OF 
THE DECKS´
PROTRUSION

Gap to fixed buildings (on both sides)
Depending on deck and frame lengths:

For 3.00 metres approx. 1.0 cm
For 4.00 metres approx. 1.5 cm
For 5.00 metres approx. 2.0 cm
For 6.00 metres approx. 2.5 cm

Determine the angle of and space from the first deck and the house. It is possible to show the extension 
of the house wall by using an alignment cord. Please mind the gap between the deck and the wall.

Maximum 5 cm protrusion of open patio deck
over the base profile

The plant fleece is laid on top of the gravel layer. Then the height-adjustable swivel feet are placed on top 
of the fleece. The area is laid with an overlap of at least 10 cm. It is not necessary to fix it additionally.
The plant fleece prevents unwanted plants growing underneath the patio. Seeds that are washed under 
the patio decks by wind or rain cannot root in the ground. Additionally, this special fleece lets water through,
though, so that water cannot collect under the patio decks. The fleece can easily be cut with a cutter or knife.

PLANT PROTECTION

PATIO DECKS Cut the patio decks and mount the end caps on one side. If the borders are going to be exposed to a lot
of stress, it makes sense to apply the glue that is supplied and then to put the cap on.
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BASE PROFILE – WPC

If the length of the base profiles is not sufficient, you can extend these with an overlapping amount and 
a gap of maximum 10 cm. The profiles must overlap at least so much that the last deck of the ending base 
profile acts as the first deck of the beginning base profile, as well. The deck must be fixed to both base 
profiles with mounting brackets on both sides to guarantee power transmission in case of swelling and / 
or decreasing.

Space between the base
profiles maximum 10 cm 

Overlapping of base profiles
A minimum of 2 decks’
widths or 1 deck’s width 
when directly screwing 
on the base profiles

Space between the height-adjusta-
ble swivel feet

Or concrete slabs with plastic 
pads under the 40 / 60 base profile

approx. 50 – 65 cm

Space between base profiles, 40 x 60

Approx. 5 cm from fixed building parts and max. 5 cm 
protrusion at the end of the patio deck. Should the swivel foot
be in the way, it is possible to level it out with a saw. 50 – 65 cm
space between the support points under the base profiles.
The WPC patio decks are not certified as a supporting building 
construction.
You will need at least 3 base profiles to lay the decks.

EXTENDING 
BASE PROFILES

Maximum 5 cm 
protrusion of the open
base profile after the
height-adjustable 
swivel foot

Space between 
the base profiles
Depending on the expected 
strain for honeycomb profile 
and massive decks 40 cm
When laying diagonally,
the space in the underlying 
construction should be 
reduced to  30 cm 

For extremely weather-beaten areas and highest safety 
requirements we recommend using our base profile system 
made of aluminium. This could be for special demands at a 
marina or for example with swimming pool frames.
The aluminium profile can be laid on any surface that is stable,
waterpermeable and slanted.
It can also be laid directly on mortar points.

With a maximum distance of  1 metre between support points 
it is very unlikely that it will bend. Going by a medium stress of
100 kg on an ALU-profile, the expected bend of 3 is extremely
minimal.
It is laid according to our WPC profile. It is also possible to use 
plastic pads or height-adjustable swivel feet. The decks are 
attached using the patented Tenax-System. The supplied screws
are screwed directly into the aluminium profile surface without
pre-drilling. By using the supplied spacing aid, you can achieve 
an even look, maintain the gap for airing of the underlying 
construction and deal with the swelling reaction of the wooden
fibre in the WPC.

BASE PROFILE – 
ALU SYSTEM

UNDERLYING CONSTRUCTION
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Quick laying with height-adjustable swivel feet (only using the 40 / 60 base profile)
Swivel feet with a spacing of 50 – 65 cm.
Height of the swivel feet: 2.5 – 4 cm, 3.5 – 6 cm or 7 – 12 cm fully adjustable

Laying on plastic pads
Concrete slabs on stone chippings with a spacing of 50 – 65 cm as a foundation for the base profile.
When laying plastic pads, we recommend you fix these with a screw, so that they cannot be shaken out
of place when under pressure. If necessary, you can fix several pads on top of each other.

SPECIAL SOLUTION for low building heights on underlying constructions and decks on a stable underlying surfa-
ce: Laying using the base profile 20 / 40

We have developed an especially low base profile for use for example when renovating existing, closed balcony
areas. The minimum support surface is binding with a “40 mm-edge”.
The flat base profile (20 / 40 mm)  is only meant as a low underlying construction for balconies and patios.
It must not be used upright or on swivel feet. At a maximum every 30 cm it must be supported on plastic pads.
It is even better to fix the plastic pads wih screws.

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Use a surface plate to mark the height.
Put the base profile support points at the individual heights. We offer 3 height-adjustable swivel feet
for that, which can adjust a height difference of 2.5 – 4 cm, 3.5 – 6 cm or 7 – 12 cm.
It is also possible to lay plastic pads on concrete slabs to adjust the height.

BUILDING OPTIONS

CONSTRUCTION HEIGHT

SLANT
Deck slant of  1.5 %  to 2.0 % 

Always lay the areas with the decks at an angle of at least 1.5 to 2.0 %.
When using massive decks it is possible to go below this minimum slant.
Prepare the slant of the patio decks with the base profile. First align the outer base profiles and then lay the
base profile with the surface plate in between. Rule of thumb: 1 .5% slant for 1 metre of patio deck approx. 1.5 cm
height difference. Fix the height difference under the surface plate using a piece of wood, then you can check the
surface despite the  slant using a spirit level.

Important:
Always lead rain water away from the walls of the house!
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OPEN LAYING
Laying the decks

Screw on the first or last patio deck
Screw the beginning / end bracket directly onto the outer edge 
on the base profile (please pay attention to the gap to fixed 
building parts).
The last deck can be fixed diagonally with the bracket on the base
profile. The first deck is in a right angle to the fixed building parts.
It is also possible to fix the first and last decks using the special
screws from above. The screws are made of hardened stainless
steel.

1

2

Straightening patio decks.
You can achieve a clean cut using a chop saw after finishing 
the area.

3

4

5

Put in the mounting brackets and press them on
Requirements of brackets per square metre
approx. 16 for POPULAR / COMPACT / ROBUST 
and approx. 11 for RATIONAL

Laying decks
Stick laying aids between the decks, push in the decks, mount
the stainless steel bracket and push in gently to fix the screw in
place. Watch out, adjust the screw driver to the lowest turning
moment. Put the next deck in the bracket using the laying aid.
The gap between the decks (approx. 8 mm) is a result of the
metal bracket and the laying aid. The laying aid also makes sure
that the deck profile is not too tight. There is room for movement
in the 8 mm gap in the mounting bracket, which is necessary 
for the swelling behaviour in the decks.

Covering the honeycomb profile decks with the end caps.
The end caps in the same colour as the patio decks give a nice 
finishing touch to the decks and also protect them from water.
Just to make sure, the packing unit with the end caps contains a
small tube of special glue that you should use here.
To achieve a nice flow from the deck to the end cap, you should 
use a file to even out the upper cutting edge.

SIMPLE LAYING
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Extend honeycomb profile decks using the joining element
if necessary.
Or you can purchase a simple expansion or main seam of 
a minimum of 5-8 mm, so that the decks can move.

EXTENSION WITH
JOINING ELEMENT

CLOSED LAYING
WITH SEAM TUBE

To achieve a gap-free and non-see-through floor press the tube in from above.

Attention: Make sure of sufficient airing from behind. The minimum underlying construction height is 8 cm.
Be generous when measuring the open airing gap to fixed building parts. With very big areas it is only possible 
to use the seam tube after NATURinFORM’S approval.

The patio decks can be used with the seam tubes as a dust-free area.
When using seam tubes you must maintain a minimum building height of 8 cm.
As the complete area is more or less closed, it is important to enable airing of the underneath side of the decks.
Humidity should be able to dry as quickly as possible. The airing slits next to fixed building parts may not
be covered. The border that covers the underlying construction can only be made using material that allows 
a maximum blast of air under the decks, so that it is not possible for heat to build up.
The beginning or end profile as a wall connector or using a head board as a border can endanger the airing 
options of the deck surface and are therefore not suitable.

BORDER 
CONSTRUCTIONS

It is important for stability to plan the protrusion of the decks over the base profiles at the borders of the 
surface at a maximum of 5 cm. Decide what kind of border you would like to use with the honeycomb profile
decks: End caps, WPC – edge board or WPC Beginning /  End profile. Avoid a 45 ° cut at the end of the deck to
maintain a stable edge. When laying diagonally, you can use the head board for support. The massive decks 
can easily be cut into shape for round forms and shapes of patios. It is possible to combine both kinds of decks.

For the borders and to extend the base profiles we recommend
using NATURinFORM’s special screws made of hardened stainless
steel. Please drill in advance and sink the deck’s surface, so that
the screws can be screwed into the surface without sticking out.

SPECIAL SCREWS

ACCESSORIES FOR SIMPLE LAYING
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The massive decks are suitable for bends.
Tip: Ideal for steps and details, such as to cut out for drains 
or columns.

In special cases it is possible to go below the minimum slant.

Fix Border angle- ALU.
Leave a gap of 5 mm to the end of the deck
so that water can escape, should it fill up
in the gap.

Cover the honeycomb profile decks with end caps.

Beginning / 
End profile
Screw on the wall 
or at the side of the
deck’s surface with
screws (minimum 
40 mm).

Do not use both at
the same time!

Solutions for 
tradesmen using 
patio decks
You can mount the 
border flush or 
protruding (saw 
according to mitre)

OPTIONS 
FOR BORDERS

Border using the edge board 70 x 15 mm
The edge board is new in our range, available in all five decks’
colours.It is an addition to the borders that we had up until now.
A base profile needs to be mounted as a support in the shadow
joint under the deck surface. The edge board can then be screwed
on with the special screws.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Installation:
Step 1 To install in WPC you will need a saw with which you can make holes with a diameter of 60 mm.

Drill the holes in the desired places before mounting.
Step 2 Put the fittings’ plug and socket device through the hole and then carefully insert the fitting into 

the hole. Use a clean plastic hammer to do so.
Step 3 Attach the easy-lock-connector to the main cable.

Attach the corresponding cable clamp onto the main cable.
Insert the cable clamp (with the cable downwards) into the easy-lock-connector.
Screw the lid with the thread onto the easy-lock-connector. The contacts are thereby pressed 
through the cable’s insulation. To protect the contacts against humidity a small amount of gel is 
pressed against the contacts in the easy-lock-connector.

Schritt 4 Connect the mains cable to the fitting by connecting the mini-connector.

Repeat steps 3 and 4.

Transformer:
The transformer is devised in such a way that it can feed up to 56 lamps. It is equipped with a light sensor 
which enables you to programme it with the most varied lighting times in combination with daylight.
It is possible to attach it to a motion detector (not contained).

INSTALLING NATURIN-
FORM’S FLOOR LIGHTS
FUSION 60 IN-LITE

LIGHTING

We have chosen a brand product as a high quality accessory
because it is always possible to get something cheaper in the
area of electronics and lamps. But the question always is – for
how long?
All in-lite products are based on a 12-Volt low voltage system.
The reason for us to choose this floor lighting system
was that they are easy to use and their longevity in the garden
and damp areas.
The producer awards a 5-year-guarantee.

Material:
Shock-resistant polycarbonate filled with two component resin,
stainless steel rings

Light source / cable:
This fitting is equipped with a high quality LED light source. This
light source has  a very long life expectancy ( approx. 50 000

hours) and a high light harvest. The energy consumption and the
development of heat are, on the other hand, extremely low.
Cable lengths are available at 10, 25 or 40 metres.

The products are supplied with  precise installation manuals.

Can also be built into already existing patios.
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If decks are to be taken out, for example, so as to be able to install floor lights, then it is possible to do so.
Using a long bit, you can remove and put decks back in after the decks have already been mounted.
Simply loosen the screws in the brackets along the deck and tip the two decks up. The brackets are stuck 
onto the one of the two decks on the side. The second deck is then carefully fitted in and pressed down 
onto the underlying construction. Then just screw it back on. Finished.

EXCHANGING SINGLE
DECKS AT A LATER DATE

TIPS

We are happy to support you with these 5 films on laying and caring for our WPC patio decks with underlying
construction.
On our homepage and on a DVD that you can ask for, you can find 5 films with a running time of a maximum 
of  3 minutes in the following languages: German – English – French – Italian – Dutch – Spanish

Simply insert in your DVD drive 
and choose the language you desire.

Do you use facebook? The films are also available there at NATURinFORM (November 2011).
Using this on your smartphone, you can even have access to our laying tips at your building site.

LAYING FILMS ON THE
INTERNET OR ON DVD

This producer’s processing manual was carefully devised 
for you and is constantly being optimized.
The current and valid version is available on the internet
www.naturinform.com at downloads.

DOWNLOADS
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BASIS FOR 
LONG DURABILITY

• The underlying surface must be stable and able to carry a load and be made in such a way 
that rain and wet can seep into the ground or run away.

• The underlying construction must always be protected from water collecting and direct contact
to the earth (constructional protection).

• It is mandatory to keep the gaps between fixed building parts. See table page  8.

• Make sure that airing is possible. Gaps and space between fixed building parts must be kept,
as they are extremely important for the durability fo the wood-polymer-composite.
Do not close seams.

• Always lay the surfaces with a deck slant of at least 1.5 to 2 %.

• Keep a a maximum gap of 8 mm with the  base profiles.

• Ensure a minimum space of 8 mm between the decks.
Use the laying aid from the mounting bracket set as a guide for the gap.

• To maintain durability it is mandatory to make sure that the whole area can air easily.
Closing the surface at the side or shutting off the underlying construction is not permitted.
The minimum building height of the underlying construction is 8 cm.

• Lay base profiles in such a way that the maximum deck protrusion is 5 cm.

• Always lay decks in one direction. Please pay attention to the arrows printed in the groove.

• Slanted cuts or rounded surfaces must always be made with massive decks.
Honeycomb profiles are not suitable for such tasks. End areas must always be supported using 
base profiles.

• It is only possible to fix decks directly vwith screws using our stainless steel special screws,
as the material moves both due to humidity, as well as when the temperatures change.
Always pre-drill, sink the deck’s surface and then screw in. Always use the cordless screw driver with 
the lowest turning moment.

IMPORTANT POINTS 

FOR ALL LAYING PROFESSIONALS


